Minutes of the Meeting of Events and Marketing held on 16 February 2019
at The Quality Hotel, Allesley Coventry CV5 9BA
Present: Michael Wood (MW), Lucy Stowell (LS), Cameron Thompson (CT), Charlotte Garbutt
(CG), Edward Bentley (EB), Eamon Monaghan (EM), Josh Baker (JB), Caroline Bennett (CB), Leigh
Waite (LW), Matthew Tucker (MT), James Poulton (JP), Jack Fisher (JF), Dan Frost (DF), Lucy
Etches (LE), Edward Ford (EF)
NFYFC Staff: Erica Attwood (EA) NFYFC Events & Travel (minutes), Gary Woodman (GW) NFYFC IT
Officer, James Eckley (JCE) NFYFC Chief Officer, Cheryl Liddle (CL)(Elliot House),
Observing: David Fellows (WMA), Beatrice Dyer (SWA), Alice Longmire (BoM)
In Attendance: Lynsey Martin (LM)( Chair of Council), Ben Westwood (BW), Robert Blezard (RB)
Apologies: Hannah Gregory Campeau, Ryan Coulson, Jess Powell.

Signed ......................................................
Lucy Stowell (Chair of Events & Marketing)

Dated:.........................................................
June 2019

Agenda Item 1 – Opening Remarks and Apologies for absence
Michael Wood opened the meeting and thanked everyone for attending. The group went round the table and
introduced themselves. All apologies were received in advance of the meeting.
MW also asked all elected and those about to be co-opted to join the Facebook group for E&M.
Action: EA to re-circulate the Facebook group link.
Agenda Item 2- Confirm minutes from the previous meeting (17 February 2018)
Ben Westwood proposed and Cameron Thompson seconded October’s minutes. MW signed them off.
Agenda Item 3 – Election of EM steering Group Officers
Laura Elliot, Vice Chair of Council, attended to carry out the election process.
1. Chair person: Lucy Stowell, Norfolk. Proposed by Cameron Thompson, seconded by Leigh Waite
2. Vice Chair person: James Poulton, Radnor. Proposed by Matthew Tucker, seconded by Caroline Bennett.
3. Co-Options (3 max): Jack Fisher, Bethan Anthony and Del Robinson.
Agenda Item 4 – Matters arising from previous minutes (not covered under agenda items)
No matters arising.
Agenda Item 5 – Any relevant correspondence
No relevant correspondence.

Agenda Item 6 – Communications & Marketing

Overview:
 39,674 fans on Facebook (increase of 309) Last 12 months – increase of 1,978
 13,274 followers on Twitter (increase of 144) – Last 12 months increase of 774.
 3,882 followers on Instagram (increase of 785) Last 12 months – increase of 2,260.
Social Media reaction:
 Instagram is fastest growing social media channel for NFYFC at the moment
 Highest engagement was for the Club of the Month post in January of Cropwell YFC, followed by a YFC
Ski post – both reached nearly 3k and included higher number of profile visits.
 Increase in the number of clubs and counties on Instagram
 Facebook is still the highest reach but who are we reaching?
 Engagement on Twitter from clubs, counties and individual members much lower. Are counties
moving away from this channel?
The SG was shown the top posts on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
SG were reminded that the best way to get stories to NFYFC is to tag @NFYFC to the story/ article/ post or
email them direct to Cheryl (magazine@nfyfc.org.uk).
The subject of Snapchat was discussed. NFYFC’s Youth Work team has strong reservations about the
Federation joining this platform. DR informed the group that you could use the follow option, not the add
option, which would allow members to see the NFYFC story only but not contribute to it.
Action: CL to look into Snapchat and report back in June.
A discussion about the value of each platform took place. CL explained that each platform is useful for
different subjects within YFC; for example, Twitter is the best platform to engage with industry partners.
James Poulton started the discussion about the possibility of trade marking the YFC daisy logo and brand, this
was raised due to a concern that it could be used by activist groups to the detriment of YFC. NFYFC will look
into brand rights and report back in June.
Action: Research the rights of YFC brand.
The SG was shown the PR plan for the coming year.
Marketing Plan, key aims:
1 Promote NFYFC as a credible organisation with charitable aims – focusing on citizenship, community,
agriculture and food and rural craft.
2 Promote the YFC activities programme, work streams, competitions, training internally and externally
3 Celebrate achievements and skills of the membership and organisation.
4 Promote the consultation and development of the strategic plan.
NFYFC Objectives

Marketing Objective
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To retain December 2018 membership levels by
December 2019.

To increase interest in joining the organisation
and promoting the benefits of membership.

To increase funding through external support by 10%
and diversification of income.

To attract interest from new sponsors, partners,
grants and advertisers in the NFYFC offer

To improve the public perception of NFYFC by gaining
more positive publicity – with a 10% increase in the
value of promotion

To improve reach of positive publicity for NFYFC
and YFC members by 10% in 2019

To improve the internal perception of NFYFC through
a question in the Communications survey (10%
increase in perception by the end of the year).

To develop the communications channels to
members and ensure they are gaining better
response rates (increase open rate for Buzz to
21% and improve social media about Ten26).

To improve club standards with the launch of the Club
Awards and meet training targets (Curve participation
2,750 and all counties in England to deliver the Curve
and more Welsh counties to deliver training).

To promote benefits and outcomes of the Curve
training and Club Programming. Encourage more
people to visit Source information and training
pages.

The SG discussed the 2019 aims and a point was made that county aims differ to the national aims, and many
counties are simply working towards member retention after the cancellation of Annual Convention.
Charlotte Garbutt said that Lincolnshire are still feeling the backlash of the cancellation of Annual
Convention, in that they have lost a lot of their older, long term members; on a positive note, they have
found that new members have since joined with no previous YFC background and this is helping to bring up
their membership figures towards what it was pre cancellation.
There was generally agreement in the group that some clubs within their respective counties were struggling
and were running the risk of folding. Bethan Anthony from Herefordshire explained that the loss of their
social members was directly impacting their competitions programme. LS informed the SG that in Eastern
Area, other than member of the year, they allow all counties to enter two teams into competitions if they
want to - it allows for more of a competition and atmosphere on the day. If counties are interested in
entering and have the members wanting to do so then they shouldn't be put off.
At the end of this discussion, the group agreed it would be good to open a conversation between the area
chairs about encouraging participation in competitions.
Action: LS to propose an area chair meeting to discuss comps (may need to loop in Competitions
department/ Steering Group)
Marketing mix:
1
2
3
4

Social media – focus on Instagram
Ten26 – will be revamped in line with the comms survey results
YFC Buzz –mobile optimised and new content streams added in Jan. 2% increase so far.
Once Weekly – under review to add more Source info. Potential to include County Chairs

CL informed the SG that focus groups may be set up for the revamp of ten26. The SG discussed the ‘opt out’
sheet provided by Gary Woodman which showed each county’s overall membership figure and how many of
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these members had ticked to opt out of receiving ten26.
Some members queried why some counties did not have any members opting out, this could be due to a
number of reasons such as not filling out the form correctly; form not being inputted correctly; form being
changed by county to not include the option (which also means it does not adhere to GDPR); forms being
completed on line and not matching NFYFC form.
Tactics:







Instagram takeovers – starting with Katie Hall
Weekly promotions for members on Facebook and in Buzz
New member profiles and resources in Buzz
Twitter to focus on industry and partnerships – positive representation and facts about YFC
Videos and interviews from the elections weekend – more insider info about Council for members
Channels under review as mentioned

Questions for the SG:
Potential to have NFYFC Ambassadors – views?
The SG suggested Charlotte Smith, Matt Baker, Gareth Wynne Jones, Greg James, James Dyson and Sara Cox.
Any ideas post meeting are to be sent direct to Cheryl.
Action: Any YFC Ambassador suggestions to be sent to Cheryl Liddle.
CL suggested to the group the idea of running a YFC Awards night. The concept was liked and discussed at
length by the SG. A working group has been established to research the concept of an YFC Awards evening;
its members are: James Poulton (lead), Caroline Bennett, Leigh Waite, Del Robinson and Cameron Thompson
– more members will be recruited should the event be feasible. EA to set up a Facebook group. First report to
be delivered to the SG in June.
Action: EA to set up Facebook group
Action: JP to deliver a report to the group in June about their preliminary findings.
NYFW: The dates for the week was discussed at length with relation to when is the most optimum time of
year to use the week to its full potential; a week about show casing YFC to recruit, and retain, the
membership but also to spread knowledge and understanding about YFC really means. DR proposed that in
2019 the SG goes with CL’s suggestion for 30th September – 4th October. This week ties in with the Malvern
show, so anyone wishing to film content for NYFW can be invited to Malvern and get plenty of footage during
the floral arts and cookery competitions – and there will be opportunities to interview a wide range of the
YFC membership. The SG agreed with DR proposal, Bethan Anthony seconded.
The SG was informed about some of the developments of the #Iwill campaign and the plan to get YFC
members planting trees with the help of the Woodland Trust. JP and DR both contributed stories of when this
had been done in Wales a few years ago (a separate campaign not with the Woodland Trust) and the lack
lustre response to it. These points would be raised later in the meeting when Cath Sykes joins to talk about
the campaign and NYFW further.
NFYFC Infographic: In October E&M the SG requested that an infographic be produced to explain the benefits
and reasoning behind having a national body for YFC. A infographic was produced for another project
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depicting what NFYFC was and had been made into a pop-up banner; the SG were happy with the infographic
and agreed it would be useful to have it send to counties as a PDF, made into an email banner and to have it
dropped onto Facebook group for the SG to use as and when needed. CL reported that some counties had
already enquired into having a pull up banner produced for their own use.
The new joiner’s leaflets were discussed as it had been feedback to CL that they are not as effective as they
could be. The writing on the current new joiner’s leaflets is a bad font colour/ background colour
combination for anyone with learning difficulties and this should be changed. The SG raised valid points
about the ‘risk’ of using pictures of YFC members on the new joiners leaflets and pull out banners – after a
while those people won’t be part of the organisation, meaning they are only current for a few years and
NFYFC would be then circulating photos of people who were no longer representative of the organisation.
The SG was in agreement that the infographic depicted the organisation well and should be made into the
new joiners leaflet. It was also suggested that the infographic should be somehow attached to the
membership cards.
Action: NFYFC/ CL to look re-vamping the membership cards and joiners leaflets based on E&M feedback.
Agenda Item 7 – I.T Update – Gary Woodman
1. Investigate whether it would be possible to add an ‘opt out’ option on the NFYFC website for ten26.
There is not currently a way to do this directly through the NFYFC website members area. This area of the website will
be enhanced when the new website is created so there is a possibility of these options being available.
A choice of whether you wish to receive Ten26 Magazine and YFC Buzz is now on the new NFYFC membership form for
2018\19 under Section 6 Marketing Preferences as per our GDPR strategy.

Out of the NFYFC membership (17348 as per February 1st 2019) there were a total of 1964 (13.3%) member who opted
out of Ten26 publication and 2338 (13.5%) who opted out of the YFC Buzz email. The Opt out figures for each county
were circulated round the group.
E&M are not sure the stats provided by GW are a true reflection of the member’s wishes; a couple of the Reps in the
room knew of members who wished to opt out of ten26 but are from counties where no one had taken up the option
to opt out.
1. Look into a generated email when members are re-signed up to the NFYFC database.
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This was first put in place in 2015 to remind member of their logins to the NFYFC website. This year the system that
sends out these automated emails did failed for a time. The database developer fixed this system and it is working. Any
members who re-join this year will receive an email reminding them of their NFYFC website login this will not however
work retrospectively due to how the system works to activate the auto email.

2. Report on the progress of the website and database in the next meeting.
Extracted from January 2019 Board Report
SILO Update
After many months of development and necessary additions the SILO Cloud database is ready for the first stage of live
testing. This should happen during January with 2 counties. Live testing will involve backing up existing SILO data and
having ECK-Technology move the data over to the new platform of SILO Cloud where the test counties can use the
database for day to day work and ensure there are no bugs that may have been missed.
All membership data will be moved across to the new platform but saved searches will not be able to be moved as the
underlying fields will not be the same and therefore would not work.
The live testing should take between 2 weeks and a month depending on how many problems are encountered along
the way. Initial non-live testing should have found most of the bugs in the system so anymore bugs should be minimal.
After this other counties will be made live as well as live training to be incorporated into area meetings. The current
plan is to make one county live per area which will be advantageous when training as this will be done area by area.
The counties this part of the rollout will be as follows (but may be subject to change):






Lancashire
Somerset
Derbyshire
Carmarthenshire
Oxfordshire
Essex

Once these counties are rolled out then each remaining county will be made live area by area after their live training.
Website Update
The development of the new website has been taking place alongside the SILO Cloud database. The “back end”
framework of the website is complete. This includes the integration with the SILO cloud database (which will allow
member logins).
Once this is setup as a beta site we can then add content which will involve IT working with all members of NFYFC staff
on their particular areas of the website with the aim of having the website ready to go live by New Members Week in
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September/October 2019.

Agenda Item 8 – NYFW
8.1 The dates for the 2019 NYFW will be 30th September to 4th October 2019
8.2 Discussed under Comms and Marketing.
Agenda Item 9 – YFC Ski Trip 2020
9.1 The feedback collated in the Google survey had been circulated to the group prior to the meeting. Over all the
feedback this year was positive; 32 out of 148 full package participants completed the survey.
A poll had been created on Facebook for members to vote on for the resort in 2020. The winner was Val Thorens.
The future of the trip and the future tour operator was discussed. Whilst NUCO has worked well with YFC, Rob Blezard
has been approached by a company that could potentially offer a better, more exclusive deal to YFC. NFYFC had been
working with NUCO for four years now and the SG agreed that it is an appropriate time to tender the trip, to ensure
that members are still getting the best service and price possible.
Action: BW/ RB/ EA to undergo a Ski tender process.
Agenda Item 10 – NFYFC National Event Feasibility

Green field (festival type) event: EA explained the JCE had commissioned a feasibility study into the viability
of NFYFC holding a festival event. The start up cost alone would be around the £1million mark and the board
would not be willing to agree to this figure upfront. A festival would also not fix the cultural and behavioural
problems within YFC. The SG were in agreement that at this stage, this option is not viable and is off the
table; they would, however, be watching for how well the FW Festival goes in a couple of months. The FW
Festival was then discussed.
Venue (holiday park type) event: RB explained that ten years ago he had started a process of looking into
alternate venue options to Blackpool and Torquay. Both Butlins and Haven had been an option and about six
weeks ago those venues were revisited, conversations were started about the potential of a new type of
convention/ event being held there. RB circulated the response emails from both Butlins and Haven.
Both emails refer to the reputational risk of holding YFC events at their venue and they would be unable to
correspond further. Please see picture 1 under supporting information.
RB explained to the group that the events world is small and that YFCs’ could have been blacklisted following
the incidents in Blackpool 2018. E&M, and the whole of YFC, should now have to try and raise their profile
and earn back their credibility; RB suggests creating a two to three year plan with this in mind and that the
YFC Awards night would be a good place to start. Matthew Tucker commented on that there are ‘delusional
members’ who still don’t believe that any damage was done in Blackpool and this situation isn’t an issue.
Caroline Bennett stated that this feedback from the venues needs to go to counties, via council; the SG was in
agreement.
Action: Venue feedback to be circulated to counties via council reps.
Robert Blezard announced to the group that he would be stepping down from the committee after 11 years.
The SG thanked RB for all his hard work and dedication during that time.
Polly Baines and Rachel Goldie joined the meeting and updated the group on Vision 2023, which included the
following points:
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-

-

The Vision 2023 development group had been selected. Beatrice Dyer commented on the lack of
representation from SW and Wales. PB and RG both stated that everyone had an equal chance of
applying and being selected; it may be that members did not apply from those areas
A new survey would be launched in March 2019 to the YFC membership. The questions had not yet been
decided upon
Hoping to do a ‘road show’ to get round clubs and counties to speak to members and ask what their
hopes/ dreams/ aims are for the future of YFC
Consultations with members at June council and competitions day
September - aim to launch another member survey
October – report findings back to Council
January 2020 – final report delivered to NFYFC board and a plan created for the next five years.

The SG queried whether an independent, impartial person checked the survey questions before circulating,
to check the questions are not bias and streamlining answers to being what NFYFC/ working group want
them to be. PB/ RG to look in to this. Some SG members mentioned that counties had completed the first
survey and were not happy when they were told by NFYFC to reconsider and change their answers, as they
felt that the answers given in the first instance reflected how the county was feeling or felt towards certain
topics.
Agenda Item 11 – Terms of Reference for the E&M Steering Group
This will be covered later in year under the strategy review. E&M reps are encouraged to read these terms of reference
in the mean time.
Agenda Item 12 – Date of next meeting
Saturday 22nd June 2019
Agenda Item 13 – AOB
1.1. Volunteers to help at Competitions Day 2019 – EA asked the group to contact the competitions department
should anyone be available to help steward at comps day this year.
1.2. #IWILL campaign – discussed under NYFW
Agenda Item 12 – Closing remarks
MW & LS thanked the SG for a productive meeting.
Actions
Topic
E&M housekeeping
Communications and Marketing
Communications and Marketing
Comps/ NYFW

Communications and Marketing
YFC Awards night
Communications and Marketing

Action
EA to re-circulate the Facebook group link
CL to look into Snapchat and report back in June
Research the rights of YFC brand.
LS to propose an area chair meeting to discuss comps
(may need to loop in Competitions department/ Steering
Group)
Any YFC Ambassador suggestions to be sent to Cheryl
Liddle
JP to deliver a report to the group in June about their
preliminary findings
NFYFC/ CL to look re-vamping the membership cards and
joiners leaflets based on E&M feedback
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YFC Ski

BW/ RB/ EA to undergo a Ski tender process

Events

Venue feedback to be circulated to counties via
council reps.

Supporting Information

Picture 1:
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